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Navigating the waters of dementia can be frightening, unleashing a myriad of emotions for
everyone involved. After Vicki Tapia’s mother was diagnosed with Alzheimer's disease, followed
closely by her father with Parkinson’s disease-related dementia, she struggled to find practical,
helpful information to light her way. Somebody Stole My Iron began as a diary to help her cope,
but emerged as a road map for others. It offers a glimpse into her family's life as they rode the
waves of dementia, sometimes sailing, other times capsizing. This engaging memoir offers
useful information from experts within the field of Alzheimer's research, personal lessons the
author learned along the way, and ideas and tips for managing the day-to-day ups and downs of
dementia.



Advance praise for Somebody Stole My IronVicki Tapia’s diary of the decline of her parents’ lives
due to Alzheimer’s is a harrowing account of the gradual disintegration and ending of two lives in
advanced age. It is also a daughter’s loving memoir, a painstaking tale of the progression of
dementia, with its sad, funny, mysterious, baffling, infuriating and frustrating series of incidents.
At the end of each chapter Tapia summarizes what she has learned from her experience and
how, with hindsight, it could have been improved, providing an excellent practical guide for the
reader. This book is both a spellbinding modern tale and an invaluable resource.—Valerie
Hemingway, author, Running With the Bulls, My Life With the HemingwaysVicki Tapia’s odyssey
about caring for both parents with dementia is a testament to the resilience of the human spirit.
One marvels at her ability to navigate through troubled waters, too often stirred up by well
meaning yet misguided professionals. Her litany of lessons will help guide any family caregiver
who may be in the same boat.—Daniel Kuhn, author, Alzheimer’s Early Stages: Firs Steps for
Family, Friends and CaregiversI read the book over the weekend. I couldn’t put it down! It many
ways, it described universal experiences. I work in a memory care cottage plus my parents had
dementia. I am anxious for my sister to read this book.—Faith Burrowes, LPN and caretaker of
dementia patients and adult daughter of an Alzheimer’s patientIt’s double indemnity as Mom and
Dad descend into dementia hand-in-hand. The detailed personal story is interspersed with bite-
sized bits of calming, reassuring advice, wisdom hard-won by Tapia during her time in the
trenches. The author’s gripping, detailed and sometimes funny account of her aged parents’
simultaneous decline, and the repercussions for even far flung family, shows us definitively that
“’Til death do you part” is not an injunction confined only to husbands and wives.—Eleanor
Cooney, author, My Mother’s Descent into Alzheimer’s DEATH IN SLOW MOTIONThis is a
brave and powerful story. The thing that impresses me most about this is how Tapia doesn’t back
down from anything difficult, whether it’s the grisly details of taking care of her parents’ daily
needs, or the emotional trauma that comes out of dealing with something this painful. I think
Vicki does a terrific job of digging deep into those issues and telling this story with a frankness
that makes it an important story.—Russell Rowland, Author, In Open Spaces and High and
InsideVicki’s book is wonderful. Such an easy read, and very compelling. I especially liked her
honesty/transparency about her family relations. We all have dysfunctions in our families that we
don’t like to talk about...your observations add so much. This book is important for our
generation as we care for, parent, and tend to our aging populations.—Dr. Douglas McBride,
adult child of father with Alzheimer’sMy dad had a cerebral hemorrhage yesterday. I told my
daughter that I am so thankful that I had read your book (twice!) because from it I gained a lot of
insight that will help me navigate through the tough decisions ahead.—Diane Powers, Lactation
Consultant, whose parents are both affected by dementia/Alzheimer’s diseaseSomebody Stole
My Iron is a beautifully written narrative of the author’s personal journey through the staggering
maze of Dementia and Alzheimer’s disease. She brings us with her from the beginning as she
first discovers that something just doesn’t seem quite right with, first her father and later her
mother; who has become quite skilled in the art of camouflage and disguise. We the reader



happily make the trip with her as the author leaps full force into this voyage, completely unaware
of the depth of this disease. Once we begin, we soon find ourselves intertwined with every new
development and transformation in the lives of this family. This warmly written book chronicles
the life changing journey as she lovingly, bravely and relentlessly faces each and every
challenge that this disease presents with both of her parents.This is a ‘must read’, especially for
those who may find themselves somewhere on this path as a loved one deals with any form of
dementia.—Lesli Gould, Lactation Consultant, Children’s ClinicI have spent most of the day
reading this book, and found myself completely captivated. Vicki is a good writer, and her
descriptions of your circumstances are so easy to visualize. ..I think that many who have
experienced what she has could really relate to her experience!—Karel Horney, Executive
Director of Adam’s Camp, Denver, COI found the story riveting and could not stop reading it,
even though I knew the outcome.—Rod Slater, Architect and son of mother with Alzheimer’s,
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C...341APPENDIX D...343PrefaceThis is a story of one family’s journey down the rabbit hole of
dementia, focusing on Alzheimer’s disease, from the perspective of the caregiver. I am the
daughter and caregiver of two parents who each maneuvered, in their own way, through the
devastating progression of dementia. My father, Harry Andersen, was diagnosed with dementia
related to Parkinson’s disease, and shortly thereafter, my 85-year-old mother, Trudy Blaine
Andersen, with dementia’s most common form, Alzheimer’s disease.Older patients, such as my
father, who are diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease are more at risk for developing Parkinson’s-
related dementia. Recent studies cite that more than 80 percent of people with Parkinson’s
disease over the age of 90 also suffer from dementia. Symptoms of Parkinson’s-related
dementia may include the inability to judge spatial relationships, attention problems, and visual
hallucinations which are not typical of an Alzheimer’s patient. My father was 90 years old when
his Parkinson’s disease was diagnosed, and the dementia component became apparent within
a year of his diagnosis, when we realized his short-term memory was failing. While my father
plays a part in this book, it is my mother who takes center stage, as we learned to cope (and
sometimes failed to cope) with the progression of her disease.Alzheimer’s is a disease in which
the brain slowly self-destructs from an accumulation of proteins running rampant inside and
outside the neurons (nerve cells) of the brain. Researchers believe two proteins are involved:
amyloid plaques and neurofibrillary tangles. The B-amyloid proteins produce tiny fibers (fibrils)
that stick together to form the gooey amyloid plaques outside the neurons. The neurofibrillary
tangles, primarily made up of tau protein, are twisted fibers that form inside the neurons.It is
normal for all of us to develop some plaques and tangles as we age, but a person suffering from
Alzheimer’s has a far greater accumulation of either or both. These plaques and tangles may



somehow block the nerve cells’ ability to communicate, thus disrupting the necessary action
needed for cell survival. As brain cells die, the brain deteriorates, and actually shrinks.1These
plaques and tangles slowly and without apology replaced the normal cell structures in my
mother’s brain, and like a marshmallow held to the campfire flame, formed a sticky goo. There is
currently no known way to stop the relentless march of this disintegration. Eventually the day
arrived when my mother’s brain appeared to be filled with more gooey marshmallows than brain
cells, and I no longer recognized the woman I once called “Mom.” I watched helplessly as the
disease silently took away more and more of my mother, and she slowly but surely disappeared;
first her mind, then her body.Dementia can manifest in different ways, as evidenced by my
parents’ contrasting journeys. My mother’s Alzheimer’s was a journey of humiliation through the
steady loss of control over her life. She anguished as she fought and clawed for command of the
daily faculties she had so long taken for granted, attempting to climb up and out of the scary
void. Heartbreakingly, she inescapably and gradually slipped away,gathering herself in a dark
place in the furthest corners of her mind, where no one else could venture.My father seemed to
deal with the changes as he had dealt with much of life—he simply accepted it. He rarely
complained, and was compliant and easy to care for—a favorite of all his caregivers. His mind
guilelessly glided away, as a balloon set free on a soft summer breeze. Watching my parents turn
into people I no longer knew elicited many emotions within me, including sadness, frustration
and helplessness. I often felt it was me entangled in the goo.The journey did have its moments of
black humor, almost always at the expense of my parents as their behavior often took a turn for
the bizarre. This odyssey was confusing for all of us. Even reading and learning everything I
could about dementia/Alzheimer’s did not prepare me for all the behavioral changes that
occurred as my parents declined into that fuzzy world where life seems to exist on a different
plane; a place that none of us on this plane can truly understand. I sought to make the right
choices in their care, but many instances presented uncharted territory for me and I often felt as
if I was flying blind in my attempt to honor their requests while doing the “right” thing.Dementia is
a disease of confusion for the person who suffers from it, as life becomes a series of never-
ending daily challenges. These challenges begin with something so simple as waking up in the
morning and getting out of bed, and end when a caregiver tucks them back into that same bed,
much as if they were small children. Every task that we, who exist in the “normal” cognitive world
take for granted eventually becomes an indecipherable maze for the person suffering from
dementia.For me, the path was tangled with both heartbreak and personal growth. I have never
aspired to keep company with grief and despair, but they were often my companions. However, I
also learned how to reach into the depths of my inner self and discover more hidden
compassion and understanding with each passing day.What follows is our story, based on my
memories and perceptions through a difficult time of change, upheaval, and growth. It is a story
of holding on, and ultimately, of learning how to let go.1See Appendix AAuthor’s NoteThis
memoir is designed to be more than just a story of my experience. My goal is to ease the burden
for you, the reader, as you undertake the journey with your loved one down the often difficult



road of dementia. I was not prepared for this journey, and many lessons I learned after the fact--
that is, I learned them “the hard way.” In hindsight, there are things I would have done differently,
and perhaps better had I had some sort of road map.In the hopes of lightening your load as you
wind your way down the path of similarly challenging experiences and situations, I have shared
my learned lessons with you at the end of many chapters. My goal is to provide a base from
which you can further call upon your ability to accept, understand, and feel compassion while
you maneuver through the many facets of dementia. Part One recalls my memories as our family
edged closer and closer to the uncharted territory of my mother’s odyssey through Alzheimer’s.
In Part Two, the disease continues to unfold in “real time.”I would like to acknowledge and offer a
special thanks to my assistant editor and daughter, Jill Chiasson, without whose never-failing
encouragement and superior editing skills this book would still be a collection of words in my
computer files. I thank author Russ Rowland, who gave me direction and helped draw out more
details to shape the book. I am grateful for family members Megan Nyquist, Kyle and Kylee
Bodley, who put the finishing touches on the editing. I’d also like to recognize and thank my son-
in-law, Blake Nyquist, who designed my superb website, and my stepson, Nicholas Tapia,
whose vision helped create the video trailer and audio excerpts on my website
(www.SomebodyStoleMyIron.com). This was, in some ways, truly a family endeavor!Over the
past five years, there have been others along the way, who offered helpful suggestions and
edits, including Kitty Cutting, Karen Jarussi, Karel Horney, Kathie Shandera, Rod Slater and my
husband, Lionel, to whom I offer my sincere appreciation. Thanks also to Diane Powers, who
ignited the spark to write this memoir when she repeatedly said to me, “you are writing this
down, aren’t you?” whenever I shared a story about my parents’ journey.Names of some people
and places have been changed to protect privacy. The conversations in this memoir were written
after the fact, but are as true to the actual conversations as I remember them.Part OneLondon
Bridge is Falling DownONEEndings and Beginnings“Mom, what should I do with this?”I look
across the cluttered room from where I am knee deep in items, sorting, absently noting the
sunlight streaming through the lone window, momentarily distracted by the dust motes dancing
in the air. There stands my daughter, Jill, framed by the sunlight, holding up a slightly tarnished
and dented wastebasket amidst the piles of clothing, bedding, knick-knacks, pillows, stuffed
animals, and other randomly piled personal effects.That brass wastebasket used to be in the
condo bedroom, right next to Mom’s night table, I remember, when it didn’t have a dent or look
like someone had sat on it. I hear myself answer my daughter in a business-like voice, “Oh, put it
with the rest of the stuff going to Charity Services.” She adds it to one of the rapidly growing
mounds of discarded belongings on the floor of my mother’s room at the assisted-living facility.I
have disconnected my heart from my brain this afternoon, as I mechanically sort through what is
left of my mother’s life. She has no further use for anything in this room. I glance again at the
wastebasket now sitting forlornly on top of a blanket. Memories flood in without my permission
and I am taken back, to a different time and place. How could we all have missed the signs? In
hindsight, reflecting on six long years ago, it is hard to imagine missing them, because they were



there. It all started with a computer.•“Grandma Trudy, I am so excited; I am getting a new
computer!” my vivacious niece, Katie, exclaimed over the phone from her apartment in Portland,
Oregon.“That’s wonderful,” Mom enthusiastically agreed.“Yeah, and the reason I’m calling is
because I thought maybe you’d like my old computer.”“Well, honey, I don’t know. I’m not sure at
this stage of the game we’d even be able to figure out how to use it.”“Oh, Grandma, I really think
you could learn! We could e-mail each other and besides that, there are computer games
already downloaded on it that I just know Grandpa Harry would love to play!”By the end of the
conversation, Katie had convinced her skeptical Grandma Trudy to give the computer a try. My
niece boxed up her computer monitor, hard drive, and software, and within a week, UPS
delivered two large, well-padded boxes to my parents, who lived approximately 1,000 miles east
of Portland. They were about to join the digital age.Word quickly spread through the family
grapevine that Grandma and Grandpa were the recipients of Katie’s old computer. Because
neither my brother Jack, myself, nor any of their five grandchildren lived nearby, everyone
concurred that the computer was a brilliant idea, and were excited to begin sending computer-
scanned pictures of our families, and trading e-mails. My parents were bright people, and we
also recognized that learning how to operate a computer would be good “brain food” for them.My
mother, who was in her early 80s at the time, was most interested in learning how to send e-
mails, and my father, in his late 80s, was content to watch the “magic” happen on the screen,
although he eventually did learn to play a few easy computer games, like solitaire. Mom was
never terribly technologically proficient, but most of the time, she managed to make the
computer work for her. For a while, family members were able to e-mail back and forth with
them, although not as often as anyone had anticipated.As time went on, it seemed Mom was
having more and more difficulty with the computer, as one glitch after another began to
occur.Regardless of e-mail, we typically talked on the phone several times a week, and our
conversations started to take on a familiar theme:“Hi, Mom! What’s new?”“Well, honey, that darn
computer is acting up again. I just can’t make it go. I called the Internet people, and they sent
that same nice young man over again, and as usual, it seemed to work fine for him. He went over
everything another time for me. Maybe I’m just too stupid to work a computer.”“Oh, of course not,
Mom. Maybe we can go over it all again when I come to visit next weekend?” I lived in Coulson,
two hours west of where they lived in Nelson City, and visited weekends as often as my
schedule would allow.“Okay, you sure can try, but I just think I’m getting too old for this sort of
thing.”Over the course of the next year, several members of our family sat down at the computer
with her when we visited to give her yet another “tutorial.” At the moment of instruction, she
nodded her head with seemingly complete understanding, and took copious notes. In
retrospect, we didn’t realize how well developed her acting skills had become. We also wrote
down notes, and I even drew pictures for her, to help her remember the process. Ultimately, it
seemed the computer became so littered with yellow sticky notes we could barely see the
screen! None of our tutorials and notes seemed to help. No matter how patiently we repeated
the information, or how many pictures we drew, every time we left her house, her ability to



operate the computer walked out the door with us.TWOCelebrating 90 SpringsMy mom, Trudy
Blaine Andersen, had lived in Nelson City, Montana her entire life, and my dad, Harry, since he
was a teen. They grew up with Nelson City during the 20th century, watching it grow from a small
“cow town” in the early part of the century through the Depression and onward. Harry Andersen
helped steer Nelson City into the modern world in his own way as the town’s mayor from
1957-1969. He was also a grocer, starting in the business as a teen, and eventually operating
his own corner grocery store for more than 40 years. To this day, I meet people whose eyes
brighten when they hear who my father was. They all delight in sharing how they frequented his
store as a child, with fond memories of his “penny” candy. He doted on these children, giving
them each a small brown paper bag, and in exchange for their often-sticky pennies, he watched
them fill up their bags with sumptuous treats.The advent of supermarkets spelled the demise of
small corner groceries, and by 1978, when Dad was 65, the time was ripe to retire. After
retirement, Mom and Dad stayed active in the community through their church and many
different volunteer organizations. In their small town, my parents knew everyone, and everyone
knew them. They made it clear to all of the family members over the years that they expected not
only to continue living in Nelson City, but they planned to die there as well. This small community
had been their social epicenter for more than three-quarters of a century, and they had no desire
to ever leave.In May of 2003, my father celebrated the 90th anniversary of his birth with a family
reunion weekend in Nelson City. Jack and I invited all the relatives to attend and honor our father
on his big day. On the appointed weekend, one by one, we breezed in from various parts of the
country to celebrate the momentous event. We gathered at our parents’ condo on a sunny and
warm Saturday morning. Their living room was filled with the chatter and chaos of a family
reunion, along with a couple of fragrant bouquets of spring flowers from relatives unable to
attend. Dad, with his usual calm, sat in his recliner smiling, soaking up all this family warmth like
rays of sunshine. On the other hand, instead of enjoying us being together, Mom worried about
each of us tracking dirt onto their carpet. We took our shoes off.My nieces, Deanna and Katie,
who live on the west coast, were surprise guests. After the rest of us were already gathered, we
planned the “surprise arrival” so that the doorbell rang twice, once for each granddaughter and
separated by a few minutes, so as not to cause too much excitement for Dad and Mom all at
once. Katie was the first to ring the doorbell. Mom answered the door, “Oh my goodness! Look
who is here; it’s Katie!” Katie walked into the living room to greet and hug her Grandpa. “Hello
Grandpa! Happy Birthday!”“Well, Katie! What a surprise!” he said, returning the hug with obvious
pleasure.After a few minutes the doorbell rang again.“Now, who could that be?” asked my
mother as she hurried across the room. There in the doorway stood Deanna.My mother, looking
a bit confused, stared at her granddaughter and said, “Who are you?”Deanna’s face fell. The
rest of us looked on in shocked disbelief. “Who am I? Why, I am Deanna, your granddaughter,”
she replied in a perplexed and somewhat shaky voice.It was another clue that we somehow
brushed off, attributing it to the stress of taking care of Dad and the commotion of having so
many visitors all at once. Looking back, it is now obvious to me that our minds are well-tuned to



rationalizing strange events or behavior in our attempt to normalize life.ThreeAnother of Life’s
Nose-DivesSpring melted into summer, and concern for Mom took a back seat to Dad, as his
coordination took an unexpected and sudden decline.“Vicki, I don’t know what I am going to do
with your dad,” Mom complained one day, during one of our frequent phone calls. “He’s become
just plain clumsy.”“Harry, for crying out loud, pick up your feet!” In my mind I could hear Mom
hollering at my once-spry and agile Dad as he stumbled, barely escaping falling flat on his face
on the sidewalk as they took their daily walk around the neighborhood.Lionel, my husband, and I
sensed it was more than simple clumsiness.“Oh Vicki, your dad (she always referred to him as
“your dad,” like he was only family to me, not her) fell on the sidewalk yesterday, and landed on
his shoulder and face. He broke his glasses, and you should see his black eye! He’s limping
around today because, when he fell, he also banged up his knee. I don’t think we are going to be
able to continue taking walks. He insists he’s okay, but I’m not so sure … ”Lionel, a physician,
had mentioned to me more than once that Dad seemed to walk with an erratic gait—he was
concerned it might be Parkinson’s disease. I always thought a person with Parkinson’s disease
had visible shakiness, with head bobbing and hands quivering, but learned that this is not
always so. Mom was also concerned, so she didn’t need much encouragement to set up a
doctor’s appointment for Dad.“Hi Vicki. Well, the doctor says your Dad has Parkinson’s disease.”
My husband’s suspicions were thus confirmed. I don’t know how Dad felt about the diagnosis, as
he never talked about it with us.My dad’s overall walking ability slowly began to falter, and
although he was still able to walk mostly unassisted, my parents’ days of strolling around their
neighborhood were numbered. These walks became stressful for Mom, as Dad’s lack of balance
resulted in more tumbles.“Your Dad is going to be the death of me yet!” Mom exclaimed to me on
the telephone. “He tripped walking up the porch steps today, and started to fall, but luckily I
caught him, so he didn’t hurt himself, but he scared the wits out of me!” she said. “This is what
happens when he doesn’t mind me and use his cane. I’m just going to start leaving him home
when I go out to the store and church. We’ll see how he likes that!” she fumed.In all his assorted
spills, there were no broken bones, but there were ample bruises, skinned elbows and knees, a
couple of black eyes, plus another broken pair of eyeglasses. In spite of this, my dad did not give
up, and although he spent less time walking, he continued to embrace living, focusing his
attention on activities that could be done from the comfort of his armchair, like crossword
puzzles, reading, or watching television. Dad seemed to innately know the secret of
contentment.He relied more and more on Mom’s help in getting out of chairs or bed. Even
though she was rather petite at 5’ 4”, Mom seemed to harbor an inner strength, often supporting
my father’s 5’ 9” 140-pound frame. Nevertheless, one of my larger concerns at the time was that
he would end up pulling Mom down—or even worse, falling on her. As the spring of 2004
approached, he began walking less and less, and when he did, he usually “minded” his wife,
using a cane to steady himself. A quiet man, Dad appeared to take these new developments in
stride; I never heard him utter one word of complaint or despair.Parkinson’s disease was not his
only health concern. He also had a slow-growing prostate cancer, which resulted in his



awakening several times a night with the urge to urinate. Within a few months of his Parkinson’s
diagnosis, he could no longer make his way to the toilet without my mother’s help. This meant
she was getting less sleep, and having more trouble coping with the situation. Dad could always
grab ample naptime during the day since he spent most of his waking time sitting in his plush
recliner, maneuvering to the dining room table to eat, and then back to the chair for a nap. Mom,
on the other hand, was never much for daytime naps and just became more stressed, run down,
and sleep-deprived.Mom was also coping with intensifying rheumatoid arthritis, which seemed
more pronounced each time I visited. Bent and misshapen, the fingers on her right hand
reminded me of gnarled tree roots, knotted and growing at seemingly unnatural angles. Worse
yet was the way her right knee twisted sideways as she walked. She was in constant pain, which
did nothing to help her already irascible mood. Her doctor had been unable to provide a pain
medication that brought relief, so she simply lived with the pain, day after day, and continued to
suffer from sleep deprivation caused by Dad’s frequent nightly needs. Despite this, however, my
parents were stubbornly of the mind that they “did not need any help,” and all suggestions of
home health care were abruptly dismissed.FourSomething is “Off”One day in that spring of
2004, my college-aged children, Jill and Kyle, were home on a school break. I took a vacation
day from my part-time job as a lactation consultant so the three of us could drive to Nelson City
to visit for the day. Mom and Dad were happy to see the three of us arrive that morning, as we
brought some welcome diversity to their otherwise mundane days. Dad held court in his
armchair while Mom scurried about making sure everyone tasted one of her cookies, slightly
burned—an incongruous result for someone my kids always considered the “queen of cookie-
makers.”“Kyle, have another cookie.”“Um, sure Grandma.” We all did our best to be polite. We
had a chance to catch up on family news, and before we knew it, it was time for lunch. We
moved from their cozy living room into the kitchen/dining area.“Kyle, can you help Grandpa get
to the table?” my mom asked her grandson. “Put his bib on, and be sure you put him in the chair
over the plastic floor mat,” she instructed him. “He is so sloppy when he eats,” she continued,
talking about him as if he wasn’t in the room. She didn’t want any crumbs on her carpeting. How
does she manage this on her own, I wondered, as I watched Kyle guide his unsteady grandpa
into the dining room chair. Grandpa said nary a word. After nearly 70 years of marriage, he was
used to her belittling ways.“There is some sliced turkey meat for sandwiches in the refrigerator,
especially for you,” Mom stated, as she took the twist tie off a loaf of bread. “Jill, will you pull out
some plates for me? This darn arthritis makes it a little hard to reach up in the cupboard and take
out the plates.”Sandwich in hand, Kyle walked over to the refrigerator, reached in and took the
clear plastic milk carton out of the refrigerator to pour himself a glass of milk. He suddenly
looked over to me with questioning eyes, and when I followed his eyes to the milk carton, I saw
what he had noticed. There was green mold growing on the inside of the carton. Uh oh, this is
not good. Kyle obviously wasn’t sure what to do next, and was looking to me to say
something.“Gosh, Mom, maybe that milk is past its prime,” I cautiously ventured while Kyle
carefully poured it down the drain. My mind was racing. What is going on here? This was so



unlike my mother, who had always been a most meticulous housekeeper. She looked confused,
gave me a sharp look, and responded defensively, “Well, it wasn’t that way earlier. It tasted just
fine at breakfast.” This response did not alleviate my fear that something was amiss.The five of
us sat around their dining table and ate a rather silent lunch, Kyle and I knowing we had insulted
her by inferring that she kept moldy milk in her refrigerator. As I cleaned up the dishes, I thought
to myself, what is that smell? I picked up her dishcloth and was overcome by a noxious stench.
Knowing that I was already walking on thin ice from the milk incident, I quietly walked down the
hall and put the dishcloth in the laundry room. Surreptitiously, I retrieved a clean cloth from the
drawer. I later learned this action did not go unnoticed by my mother. The rest of the visit was
uneventful, meaning none of us got into any further “trouble” with Mom, and by late afternoon we
said our goodbyes and drove back to Coulson.“Mom, I don’t see how they can continue living on
their own,” Jill stated on our drive back. We all agreed the situation could not be expected to
improve, but were unsure when the tipping point might be with respect to their stubbornness at
refusing outside help. The visit left us all unsettled.Several days later, I was sitting on my couch
reading when the phone rang. It was Mom. She had called to chastise me for our comments
about her housekeeping abilities.“How dare you say those things to me! I know you think I am a
filthy housekeeper. I don’t do anything right.” She got right to the point of her call, and her tirade
went on and on.I was confused, hurt, and bewildered by her outburst. “Mom, calm down. We
were only concerned that the moldy milk might make you ill.”“Well, I know you think I’m dirty. I
saw you move my dishcloth to the laundry room, and I want to know what you were up to! You
think you’re so sneaky. I’m just dumb and filthy.” Her anger triggered a sense of panic inside me,
as I suddenly became five years old again, terrified I was in trouble and might be slapped if I
talked back.I snapped back to reality, and in a calm voice attempted to reason, “Mom, Mom,
Mom. Listen to me. I’m sorry you feel this way. I didn’t do this to upset you, only to help you.” How
little I understood at the time and how poorly I handled the situation as she went on to berate
and scold me. The conversation ended with me in tears, actually hanging up on her in the middle
of her ranting and raving. What was happening? Who was this woman?Only a few minutes later
she called back and apologized, as did I for giving her the impression she was a “filthy”
housekeeper. We never spoke of it again.Now, looking back, the real issue was that we still
didn’t “get it.” We attributed her behavior to the stress she was experiencing in light of my father’s
declining health. It seems nothing short of miraculous that my parents were able to cope and live
on their own for as long as they did. This ability is a testament to their generation’s “can-do”
mentality and self-sufficiency.Lessons Learnedif something seems “off,” consider the possibility
that it is more than simple stress or “old age.” Seek information and guidance by steering your
loved one to his/her health care professional (HCP) for a checkup and evaluation.Start honing
your patience. You will need an abundance of it.Pre-DiagnosisHave Durable Power of Attorney in
place long before it is needed for legal concerns and a HIPAA release for health care concerns. I
was very fortunate that my parents had planned ahead, and given my brother and me Durable
Power of Attorney years before they were actually needed, so I was later able to interface



directly with their HCP (had I not had this power of attorney, my parent’s healthcare information
would have been off-limits to me because of privacy laws). If you are unable to convince your
loved one to sign a Durable Power of Attorney, perhaps his/her HCP can be called upon to
interface for you in this regard.If you’re unable to persuade your loved one to grant you or
another family member Durable Power of Attorney, you may find it necessary to go to court and
get a conservatorship. Generally, this can be accomplished in an expedited manner to deal with
most emergencies. For more information, contact the National Academy of Elder Law Attorneys
through their website at .FiveDiagnosisSomehow, Mom and Dad managed to continue their
routine: grocery shopping on the same day each week, collecting their mail each day from their
post office box, and attending Sunday church. In addition, Dad’s doctor wrote orders for home
health care to provide physical therapy in hopes of keeping him mobile for as long as possible.
Thank goodness that was acceptable “help” to the two of them.My mother’s memory issues
continued to concern me.“Hi Vicki. Well, we didn’t find the cat.”“What cat? Mom, you don’t have
a cat.”Ignoring me, she went on, “I went to the grocery store today, but the vegetables were in
terrible condition. It was the neighbor’s cat,” she added, as an apparent afterthought.“How are
you doing, Mom? How is Dad sleeping?”“I only slept a couple of hours last night as your Dad got
me up four or five times to go to the bathroom. Honestly, I don’t know what I’m going to do with
him. I think he does it on purpose to keep me from sleeping. We’re doing fine, though,” as if this
last comment would reassure me.She continued, “That nice boy from the hospital came over
yesterday and showed your dad some exercises he could do to help him walk better.”“That’s
great, Mom. What does Dad say about it? Does he think it’s helping?”“Oh, you know your dad,
Vicki, he never says much. He did everything the boy told him to do, so I think maybe he will start
walking better now, if I make him practice what the boy taught him.”Well, we can always hope, I
thought to myself.“So, Mom, what’s for dinner tonight?”“Oh, I need to go take him to the
bathroom. He thinks he can get up from his chair by himself, and he can’t. Bye.” Click.Telephone
conversations were often odd and ended abruptly, which gave me the feeling I wasn’t hearing
the full story. I wasn’t sure if she was fearful of the family having some sort of intervention and
moving Dad, or her, or both of them, to an assisted-living/nursing home, or whether she simply
couldn’t remember the answers to my questions. I wondered what was going on in her mind
during these conversations. She did want to let me know she and Dad were doing “just fine,”
even though he had gotten her up numerous times the previous night to help him to the
bathroom. I wasn’t sure whether the memory issues were simply sleep deprivation, normal
aging, or something else. My intuition told me it might be something else, and eventually I made
a call to her primary care giver, a nurse practitioner, and requested she evaluate Mom.
Amazingly, when I approached Mom about making a visit to her nurse practitioner, she didn’t
argue.This evaluation became a turning point for our family. Part of me wanted to know the truth,
but another part wanted to stay within the comfortable confines of denial. I was fearful that it
might be Alzheimer’s disease, or some other type of dementia. I was also confused as to the
difference between the two. In my search for answers, I learned that Alzheimer’s is one of about



70 different types of dementia and, a diagnosis of Alzheimer’s while a patient is still living has a
90 percent accuracy rate.22 See Appendix B.A person suffering from Alzheimer’s has very
specific brain abnormalities, although in a typical medical practice, physicians can’t “see” these
microscopic brain anomalies. Since there is no clear-cut method of evaluating someone for
Alzheimer’s disease, physicians evaluate through a physical exam, diagnostic tests, a
neurological exam, and mental status test. Brain imaging with MRI or CT scans may be used,
but generally only to detect tumors, evidence of strokes, or head trauma. At the time of my
mother’s diagnosis in 2004, the nurse practitioner in her small community did not do any scans,
but used one of the most common assessment tests of mental function called the Mini Mental
State Examination (MMSE).3 This exam looks at difficulties with memory and helps diagnose
varying degrees of dementia, so it is not simply a test for Alzheimer’s.Mom’s nurse practitioner
called me with the news, “A score of less than 22 is considered abnormal. Your mother scored
18.”“What does that mean, exactly?” I asked.“Well, her prognosis isn’t good. She can now be
classified as suffering from moderate Alzheimer’s disease.”In hearing this diagnosis, it was like a
light flickered on inside my head—things were suddenly so much clearer. On my most recent
visit to my parents’ house, Mom announced, “There are some things in my kitchen drawers, and
I don’t know why I have them.” She led me into the kitchen, opened one of the drawers where
cooking gadgets were kept, and pointed to some eggbeaters, saying, “What in the world are
these for?” The symptoms are obvious to me now, but at the time, I again used the fact that she
must be overwhelmed caring for Dad as an excuse for her confusion.3See Appendix C for
scoring information on the MMSE.My bright, perfectionist mother had Alzheimer’s. In years gone
by, multi-tasking had been easy for my mother, as she juggled several part-time jobs, both paid
and volunteer, with no difficulty. She was the consummate housekeeper, who prided herself on a
clutter-free home, and was a meticulous dresser. She was an “idea person” who could be called
upon to solve any number of household dilemmas, and I often thought of her as my own private
Heloise. How could she have this awful disease?The actual diagnosis of Alzheimer’s vs. the
possibility of Alzheimer’s proved to be much more difficult to wrap my mind around. Prior to her
diagnosis, I held onto hope that there was a medicine that could “fix” her and return her to her
former self, the mother I knew. With the diagnosis, a door slammed shut. There is no cure for
Alzheimer’s yet, only a downward spiral of the mind as the disease progresses, sometimes
quickly and sometimes over many, many years—either way resulting in death.I had done some
research and learned that while there was no cure for this disease, there is a medication called
Aricept that will alleviate the symptoms for some people.4 In clinical trials, Aricept had been
shown to delay Alzheimer’s symptoms from worsening for a period of up to a year for about 50
percent of the Alzheimer’s patients who had taken it, and these beneficial effects have lasted
even longer for some.4 Aricept is a type of Cholinesterase inhibitor that prevents the breakdown
of acetylcholine. Acetylcholine is a “chemical messenger” that carries neural messages between
the brain’s nerve cells, and is important for memory and learning.Mom began taking Aricept in
August of 2004, as prescribed by her nurse practitioner. Our hope was that this medication



would extend Mom’s ability to remain independent. In addition to Aricept, she was prescribed an
antidepressant for her low mood. This marked the beginning of her pill odyssey.The nurse
practitioner advised Mom that a home health care person would be stopping by regularly to help
set up her medications, which eased my mind. Thankfully, when her nurse practitioner
announced this arrangement, Mom didn’t argue. From two hours’ drive away, I was very
appreciative of this service. At the same time, I knew this situation couldn’t go on indefinitely.
Changes loomed on the horizon.How far could I go in pushing my parents to make changes
when their safety was involved? When would they begin to accuse me of overstepping my
boundaries and of being disrespectful? I felt like a novice tightrope walker, destined to fall. Their
safety was still my chief concern, and I knew that in the not-too-distant future, intervention would
be necessary; I also knew that they would not take it well. I suspect no one likes to be told they
can no longer live on his or her own. By nature I’m a non-confrontational person, so instead of
dealing with the issue, I pushed it into a far corner of my mind.During this time my dad’s memory
was also failing, but it was less apparent because he wasn’t a conversationalist. He rarely ever
spoke on the telephone, so my awareness of his memory loss was minimal. Short-term memory
loss is often a component of Parkinson’s disease in the elderly, so I wasn’t surprised when I did
become aware of his loss. I now realize it’s easier for quiet people to conceal such
disabilities.Lessons LearnedWhen it becomes evident that more care or medication might be
needed, try to enlist the assistance of your loved one’s health care provider (HCP). Mom was
more receptive and accepting of the idea of taking medication to aid her conditions (depression
and memory loss) when it was suggested by her HCP. When I suggested to Mom and Dad they
have someone from home health care come into their home to help them, it was met with
resistance, but when their HCP suggested it, they readily agreed. It was also helpful that I was
able to speak with the HCP before Mom’s appointment to fill in the information gaps that might
arise when she met with Mom.I would recommend learning as much as possible about dementia
if a loved one is diagnosed with Alzheimer’s, or any other form of dementia. It will help brace you
for the changes that loom ahead. I found that our town’s local senior resource center as well as
our Alzheimer’s Association chapter office were filled with useful medical information describing
dementia/Alzheimer’s disease, including movie documentaries, books and brochures, as well as
a sympathetic ear to offer support and encouragement. The Alzheimer’s Association Green-
Field Library in Chicago, the largest Alzheimer’s (and dementia) library and recourse center in
the U.S., is another valuable resource. This library houses more than 5,000 books, journals and
CDs, along with librarians to help you. Visit this virtual library on the web at .SixSibling
MIADuring the summer of 2004, the last time my parents were together in their condo, my
brother Jack and his wife Rhoda traveled the 900 miles from their home for a visit. This would be
the last time they visited Mom and Dad in their home in Nelson City. Although they didn’t share
their concern with me, Jack and Rhoda must have had some apprehension about Mom and
Dad’s behavior as Mom related to me later that Jack and Rhoda had asked for, and taken, Dad’s
diamond ring and his extensive silver coin collection before they left. When Mom shared this



information with me, and didn’t seem bothered about it, I decided there was no point even
mentioning she and Dad had previously told me, and put in writing, that part of the silver coin
collection would be left to me. This incident added to my growing irritation with my brother for
what seemed to me a lack of empathy and involvement in our parents’ lives.This was the
summer it became apparent that I would essentially be the sole caregiver of my parents, as my
brother elected to be neither helpful nor involved. Others who have traveled the same path with
their parents tell me that if there’s a daughter in the family to take the role of “chief” caregiver,
sons are typically content to remain safely in the background. While this proved to be the case in
our family, I also realize proximity can play a part.After Jack and Rhoda’s visit that summer, they
visited Mom and Dad twice over the next three years for one or two-day visits, and then returned
for our mother’s funeral. Telephone conversations were as close as they wished to be to the
situation. I felt the burden that an only child, or others in a similar situation, can understand as
their parents’ health starts to fail. This added stress to my life, but, my parents had always been
there for me. They showed up to help when my children were born, traveled to my home to care
for our children so my husband and I were able to have getaways, and were generous financially
if a particular need arose. They were especially supportive when I went through a divorce. They
both sustained me emotionally and helped me financially, so I remained determined to do all I
could to help them now, with the same love and care that they had always shown me.Lesson
Learned“It is what it is.” If you find yourself as the primary family caregiver beginning this journey
unsupported by your sibling(s), enlist the help of your spouse, if you have one, or find another
supportive relative or friend to stand by your side. If there is not a friend who can provide
adequate support for you, join a local support group for families of people with memory loss. If
there is no local group, find an online support group. Do not go through this difficult experience
alone without a support network of some type, as it will begin to take its toll on your mental
health.SevenBroken Hips, Broken DreamsAfter Jack and Rhoda returned to their home, Jack
began regularly calling our mother in an attempt to convince her to rearrange beneficiaries in her
will. Mom told me that he felt the inheritance was not equitable. Mom assured him that she and
Dad had spent a great deal of time making sure that it was equitable. As the calls continued, she
began to feel pressured by him, which made her very angry. She also developed a skin
condition, which she nervously scratched until she bled.“Vicki, your brother won’t leave me
alone! He calls here all the time wanting me to put his name on the stock certificates that are in
your name. I am going to take his name off of everything,” she threatened, and began to call him
by any number of unbecoming names.After listening to these tirades for several weeks, it finally
occurred to me to call my brother, and ask him to stop what I felt amounted to harassment.“Jack,
your phone calls are terribly upsetting to Mom. She calls me crying after every time you call her.
She scratches her back until it bleeds. Will you please STOP?” I begged him. The only way he
agreed to stop the phone calls was if I signed and notarized a document saying any funds left
after our parents’ demise would be split jointly between us. Although I could not understand his
feelings that I might somehow try and cheat him, I didn’t hesitate to do what he demanded in



order to stop the torment for our mother, even as Lionel shook his head in disgust over the whole
situation.As summer waned, Mom continued to be worn down by both lack of sleep and caring
for Dad, who was becoming more dependent by the week. He now needed a walker to navigate
his way around the condo.“Mom, what would you think of hiring someone to give you a hand with
housework or grocery shopping?” Whenever I tried to suggest she enlist this type of help, she
responded curtly with some variation of, “No, thanks. I am perfectly capable of doing it on my
own. I have my own way of doing things, and there isn’t anyone who would be able to do it the
way I want it done.”During our many phone conversations, I continued to voice my concerns and
also urged another option—for her to consider assisted living for my father, or for both of them. I
wanted Mom to have control over decisions that affected her life, so when she continued to
fiercely resist the idea of a helper with all the stubbornness she could muster, I chose not to
argue. I was completely astonished when she called one day towards the end of August with
some startling news, proving she was definitely still in control.“Well, I did it,” she proudly
stated.“Did what, Mom?”“Took your dad to Winterhaven Manor. I went out there, and asked them
if they would keep him for ten days in respite care. I’ll bring him home in ten days. They told me
that after that, whenever I want to, it is okay to bring him back out for daily care.”I was so
shocked, and it took me a few seconds to recover and squeak out, “Really? Why? What
happened? Is he okay? Are you okay?” She had been so adamant in all our conversations about
never taking him to a nursing home.“Last night was the last straw!” She explained. “My arthritis
was acting up, and as I tried to help him up out of his chair to grab his walker, he slipped out of
my grip, fell and knocked over his walker.” After pausing, she went on, “ … which pushed it into
me, and I toppled into a heap on top of him. I can’t go on like this.” Her strong voice suddenly
disintegrated into sobs. My mom doesn’t cry easily.

somebody stole my identity, somebody stole my catalytic converter, somebody stole my phone,
somebody stole my license plate, somebody stole my airpods, roseanne somebody stole my
gal, somebody stole my toast, somebody stole my porch, somebody stole a beer truck,
somebody bad stole the wedding bell
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Ebook Tops Reader, “Guidelines for caretaking. This book shows two people deteriorating
mentally. It is an insightful tale lived with duty to others in mind and told with love, humor,
compassion, and accuracy of detail. Like a visual painting suggests concepts or ideas, this
books draws a roadmap through the morass of caring for the patient with dementia. It is
suggestive not literal. Each patient with dementia is different. Because of the conflicting
emotions generated in the required role reversals, nothing in life is harder to assimilate. It brings
out the best and worst in both the caretaker and the person with dementia. The author grasped
this as she lived through it and walked hand in hand with her parents following this long journey
to its end. I bought the book because the title and the cover picture reminded me of my Mother
and I was curious of the contents. I found Mothers iron in the refrigerator and walked and
followed her through untold adventures for 15 years. This book helped me grieve. Remarkably,
Mom died the same day of the authors Dad. I was blessed with the birth of a granddaughter on
that day. The book is well done. it is easy to read book but emotionally stimulating. There are
many helpful hints.”

Frank K. Brown, “Finding Solutions for the Challenges of Caregiving. If you are a caregiver for
someone with dementia and looking for encouragement with the issues you face, you will find a
friend in Vicki Tapia’s story. She was a caregiver to her mother (dementia) and father
(Parkinson’s and dementia) - and at the same time.I’ve read over thirty books written by
caregivers or people with dementia. I don’t know that I have encountered another one that
confronts the caregiver with as many of the classic challenges faced by caregivers. They not
only include the problem caring for two at the same time but also issues of parents and children
working, or not working, together, coordinating with siblings, deciding on the best setting for
care, medications, working with staff to insure the highest level of care, and a host of other
issues. Tapia has skillfully told her story in a way that the reader can grasp exactly what she was
going through. I found her account of her mother’s last few days particularly touching. It brought
back vivid memories of my own father’s passing.The author learned a lot while caring for her
parents and passes along the critical lessons at the end of most chapters. After reading her
story, you may be feel that your own situation is not as difficult as you thought. You may also
come away with a sense of hope as you face your own challenges as a caregiver.”

Susan Z., “A WONDERFUL book!. My mother started having memory issues about seven years
ago. I've read a LOT of books on Alzheimer's and dementia and I've gained a lot of knowledge.
I've read so much in fact, that when I came across this book I was thinking... No thank you. I was
feeling sort of burnt out on the whole topic. Vicki caught my attention with the perfect title
"Somebody Stole My Iron." It made me giggle and right away I felt like Vicki SURELY must have
met my mother. Now for the reasons I love this book: 1. It's not like any of the many others I've



read. It reads like a great novel that even people who are not dealing with disease will enjoy.
( Vicki, you are an amazing writer. Stick with it. ) 2. The tips are wonderful and I didn't feel like I
was getting them out of a text book. 3. It was the first book I've read that actually talked candidly
about the not so sweet people that end up with this disease! I love my mom with all my heart but
she has never been the sweet little old lady we often hear about. She's opinionated and cranky
and it's only getting worse. 4. I felt like I had my own personal support group. I was in my own
place with a dear friend ( who I've never met lol ) who understood what I was dealing with.
Invaluable.I laughed, I giggled, I sobbed, I softly cried, and I learned a lot.One last thing, I loved
the list ofDos and don'ts in the back of the book that Vicki shared. I ran copies for all seven siings
and for my dad and had them laminated. They are a great reminder so don't miss them!”

Jean Lee, “Many Connecting Points. As a daughter of two parents who also suffered with
Alzheimer’s, I found many connecting points with Vicki Tapia’s book.She begins with the earliest
suspicions about her parents’ mental clarity and struggles with the guilt of moving them from
their life-long community to the town where she lives so she can be actively involved in their
care. Through a series of subsequent moves for increased needs and security, Vicki feels as
though she abandons them when she has to tend to her own life, family, and career. After years
of agonizing decline she is overwhelmed by peace and serenity after they pass. I related to all
these events in Tapia’s tender account.Caregivers will learn much from Tapia as she leads them
through the painfully honest account of her parents’ illness and her years of decision making for
them. Yet she tells her story with grace as she strives throughout the years of their illness to
maintain dignity for her parents.Five stars to Tapia. Thank you, Vicki, for sharing your intimate
story in order to help others along the journey.”

Nice one, “A wonderful true and honest account of surviving Dementia .. A wonderful true and
honest account of surviving Dementia . The way the stories are written all ending with lessons
learnt is a real help to people like myself who are struggling to come to terms with the
devastating truth that I am losing the man I love to this nightmare disease .Any help on this path
is most welcome and this book even at the end of a tough day is an easy read . So well done
Vicky . And I haven't even finished it yet .”

JJ O’Neil, “Helped me understand. This book helped me understand dementia so much better.
There were many parts i could relate to. I chose to read this book because I wanted to gain a
deeper understanding and it certainly did that.”

p w, “amazing and true. ALL carers, for people who have any type of dementia (and or
alzheimer's) should read this book, should be a part of training for carers. amazing and true.
Have recently lost someone to this cruel and devastating illness.”

Andrew, “book. ok”
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